POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF COLOMBO

Results of the MD (Emergency Medicine) Examination – October, 2018
(Provisional results subject to confirmation by the Board of Management, PGIM and the Senate of the University of Colombo)

PASS

Dr. Alahakoon Mudiyanselage Anusha Sandamali Ambanwala
Dr. Colombage Don Jeewani Colombage
Dr. Madhawa Sanjeewa Dangampola
Dr. Ampegama Gamage Thanuja Darshani
Dr. Nishan Suvimal Iriyagolla Dharmasena
Dr. Ekanayake Mudiyanselage Somathilaka Bandara Ekanayake
Dr. Ekanayake Mudiyanselage Uditha Eranga Ekanayake
Dr. Thuiyalage Nadeesha Maduranga Sampath Fernando
Dr. Hasitha Samarasinge Gunasekara
Dr. Lakmi Madushani Hannadige
Dr. Subasinghe Mudiyanselage Korale Gedara Nandana Kumara Jayathilake
Dr. Kodikara Arachchige Ayesh Eranga Kodikara
Dr. Sujith Krishantha Bandara Kumaragama
Dr. Amarathun Achchige Dinesh Manjula
Dr. Hetti Arachchige Udaya Priyakelum
Dr. Rajeswaran Rajavarman
Dr. Ratnayake Mudiyanselage Lakmal Bandara Ratnayake
Dr. Gam Hewage Sajeewani Priyangika Silva
Dr. Gamalath Arachchige Dinesh Prithikumara Weerasinghe
Dr. Chulanga Dinusha Wickramasinghe
Dr. Pallek Kankanamge Inuka Wijegunawardana
Dr. Bamunusekara Herath Wasala Mudiyanselage Gnanadarshani Tharanga Wijethilake

“ACEM - PGIM Gold Medal for Emergency Medicine”
awarded to Dr. Hasitha Samarasinge Gunasekara

Date of Results Board: 2nd November, 2018
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